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Research Topics presented here were provided by Marine Corps commands and represent current topics of value to the
operating forces. For a listing of Paper.

Those Marines have the traits of a leader and they get to know their Marines. However, there are also surprises
that come up that requires a quick decision. Men and women from all over the world try their abilities of
strength and courage to see what life can throw at them, and what it is to be a true Marine Conner. The
Marines are a tough branch to get into seeing that there are many mental and physical requirements. This
culture has served the Marine Corps and this nation in two ways. He began shouting unintelligible words at us
in a raspy, gruff voice. I want to make a difference, an impact in the world. A marine lives by the Values of
Honor, Courage, and commitment. However, as the global climate has shifted from a Cold War, or even OIF I,
paradigm to one of small conflicts or crises of short duration. My name is Dan Sendik. I am applying for a
commission from the enlisted ranks. By being a marine, I believe I can do that. Not just any team, either: the
Marines. When we know what the situation is, and hold each person responsible for they're actions in the
situation, that is the concept of accountability at its root. They could also think of their boss at work or coach
from whatever sport they participated in throughout grade school and college. Since the year of the Marines
have been the number one branch of the military called upon first. Some officers go straight from college to a
recruiter, and others join as an enlisted Marine and apply for an officer rank later in their career. Ideal- The
Marines Embody more of my personal views and ideals then the other branches of the armed services. Until
we meet again! Undoubtedly one of the most powerful images of the 20th century is the flag raising atop
Mount Suribachi on Iwo Jima. Our mission was to assist a Marine Reconnaissance unit in securing insurgent
weapon caches. Marines courageously serve in our nations wars. We were patrolling around talking to locals
and village leaders. Once upon a time, this great nation put God before self and others. Since the year of the
Marines have been the number one branch of the military called upon first. Serving on land and at sea, these
first Marines distinguished themselves in a number of important operations, including their first amphibious
raid into the Bahamas in March , under the command of Captain later Major Samuel Nicholas. These
environments produce threats that can jeopardize the safety and integrity of the individual states, which
include the - growth of various forms of extremism, terrorism, or weapons of mass destruction. Courage
covers our mental, moral, and physical toughness. We have insufficient budgets to perform the required
activities under the current policies It will then converge on a discussion with regards to the fight against the
disestablishment of the Marine Corps


